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Abstract

Voice is a key component of interpersonal meaning
that denotes a writer’s value judgement or personal
feelings. An important aspect of voice in informational
writing is epistemic stance, which indicates a writer’s
judgement of the information presented. This explor-
atory study examined adolescents’ use of hedges
and boosters to convey epistemic stance in their
informational writing. Ninety-three seventh-grade
and ninth-grade students from one American public
school were asked to write a science report on crocodilia
for a peer audience. The writing corpus was coded for
the presence of linguistic markers of hedges and
boosters. Statistical analysis reveals that the students
as a whole used significantly more boosters than
hedges and that there was no significant difference
between the two grade levels in the use of hedges or
boosters. Moreover, the students drew heavily on
everyday language resources to instantiate either
hedges or boosters, and there was a lack of lexical
diversity in their linguistic choices. These findings sug-
gest that adolescent learners were able to infuse voice
in their informational writing but needed to expand
their linguistic repertoires for instantiating voice in
order to develop advanced literacy.

Key words: voice, epistemic stance, informational
writing, advanced literacy, composition, student
writing, middle level writing, writing pedagogy

Introduction

Voice is an important element of writing. Students are
expected to learn to express their voice in writing,
and their writing is regularly evaluated in terms of
voice. Despite its importance, the notion of voice
remains unclear to many teachers, as they often
struggle to help their students infuse voice in writing
or to evaluate student writing with respect to voice.
In a recent study, for example, O’Hallaron and
Schleppegrell (2016) examined how language arts
teachers used 6 + 1 traits (i.e. ideas, organisation, voice,
word choice, sentence fluency, conventions and pre-
sentation) to assess second-grade and fourth-grade
students’ argumentative writing about science topics.
They found that the voice category in this popular
assessment rubric had the lowest inter-rater reliability,
suggesting that the teachers had little shared under-
standing of what constitutes a strong voice for the
writing task.

Equally concerning is the fact that the notion
of voice is often misunderstood (O’Hallaron and
Schleppegrell, 2016; Schleppegrell, 2019). Many
teachers typically associate voice with narrative writ-
ing and view informational writing as voiceless. In
early discussions, for example, voice was typically
defined as the expression of an authentic self that
presents a unique personality, or personal stamp
(Elbow, 1994). This expressionist view considered
voice as related primarily to narrative writing and
regarded informational writing as dull and voiceless.
It mischaracterized the nature of writing, failing to rec-
ognise that all writing has a perspective or voice. In the
following excerpt from an informational picture
book, for example, Gail Gibbons, an award-winning
children’s book author, presents a rigorously positive
evaluation of the bald eagle. The evaluation is judi-
ciously crafted through word choices such as one of
the largest, perfectly, entire, only and about. These linguis-
tic choices project an academic voice, showing that the
author is both confident and cautious in the knowl-
edge claims she presents about the bald eagle.

The bald eagle is one of the largest hunting birds in
North America. Its body is perfectly designed for flight
and for catching prey. The entire skeleton of a bald eagle
weighs only about half a pound. Each bone is hollow and
filled with air. (Gibbons, 1998, unpaged)

Thus, as Hyland (2004) has argued, informational
writing is not a dispassionate attempt to simply report
neutral facts; rather, like narrative writing, it is also a
social practice in which the writer negotiates meaning
with a particular audience for a specific purpose in a
particular situation. From this perspective, it is errone-
ous to view voice as related to only narrative writing
and having little to do with informational writing. In
other words, all texts, regardless of genre, have a voice
because they encode authorial intentions, values,
beliefs, judgements and worldviews (Hyland and
Guinda, 2012; Kress, 2003).

In this paper, we examined how adolescent learners
instantiated voice in informational writing, a type of
‘factual’ genres whose main purpose is to classify,
describe and attribute (Martin, 1985). Informational
writing has received a considerable amount of atten-
tion in the United States over the past decade, due in
large part to the release of the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS) (National Governors Association
Center For Best Practices (NGA) and Council Of Chief
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State School Officers (CCSSO), 2010), a landmark doc-
ument that details what K–12 students should know
in English language arts/literacy and mathematics at
the conclusion of each school grade. One of the key
recommendations from the document is that students
interact with a steadily increasing dose of informa-
tional text in their literacy diet over the span of K–12
schooling – 50% for fourth grade, 55% for eighth
grade and 70% for 12th grade. Despite this emphasis,
recent discussions about the CCSS have focused on
the reading of informational texts (e.g. Pearson and
Hiebert, 2015), with much less attention to the writing
of informational texts, particularly at the middle and
high school levels. The purpose of our study
was, thus, to investigate how adolescent learners
expressed voice in informational writing. Specifically,
we focused on the linguistic resources these students
used to instantiate epistemic stance in their science
reports.

Literature review

A social take on voice

Recent scholarship on voice describes how the
conception of voice has changed within the field of
composition studies or the teaching of writing.
According to Feinberg (2011), the postmodern critique
in the 1980s and 1990s began to transform the con-
ception of voice that had held sway for the prior
two decades. She noted that the traditional view of
voice as associated with individuality, agency and
authenticity gave way to a more social view of voice
that foregrounded the social, cultural and contextual
dimensions of voice. This conceptual change has
resulted in a new view of voice. Rather than being
unidirectional from the writer to the reader, voice is
now seen as constructed through the interaction
between the writer and the reader.

This new view is also embraced by sociolinguists,
who have argued that all forms of writing are imbued
with authorial voice. According to Martin and
White (2005), for example, at the same time writers
are constructing content (i.e. experiential meaning)
and organising that content into a coherent message
(i.e. textual meaning), they are also enacting a social
relationship with the reader based on their positions
in the power hierarchy, frequency of contact and affec-
tive involvement (i.e. interpersonal meaning). Simi-
larly, Hyland (2004) views academic writing as social
interactions in which authors make choices that align
with their stance or the position of a particular dis-
course community. As Janks (2005) points out, all
writing is both “positioned and positioning” (p. 97):
it is positioned by the writer ’s values and viewpoints,
and the semiotic choices made by the writer create ef-
fects that position the reader to read in particular
ways.

Voices across disciplines

It is now widely recognised that part of learning to
write involves developing the ability “to convey atti-
tude, personality, and/or character appropriate to the
writing situation” (National Assessment Writing
Board, 2010, p. 57). Voice is not a unitary construct;
however, it manifests differently across disciplines
(Schleppegrell, 2019). Scientific argumentation, for
example, is an inquiry-oriented endeavour requiring
the author to carefully evaluate the evidence at hand
before stating a position and drawing conclusions
(O’Hallaron, 2014). Due to the tentative nature of
science, authors often moderate their knowledge
claims when stating a position (Hyland, 2004). In his-
tory writing, writers infuse their personal judgement
and bias in their interpretations of past events
(Nokes, 2013). In literature, authors express affect
towards story characters and make moral judgement
about their behaviours (Schleppegrell, 2013).

Not only does the expression of voice differ from
one discipline to another, it can also vary across genres.
For example, narrative writing builds plots and
develops characters in an attempt to entertain and/or
educate readers. As such, it tends to foreground the
affective stance (Biber, 2004; Biber et al., 1999) of atti-
tudes, feelings or emotions. Informational writing, on
the other hand, tends to background affect, focusing
instead on the accuracy and logic of the information
(i.e. concepts or ideas) presented, as well as on whether
the claims made are proportionate to the evidence pro-
vided or reasonable assumptions. This creates a
discourse that is often considered ‘depersonalised’,
meaning that the role of the author in the design of
meaning is often backgrounded. Learning to control
personality and modulate voice is, therefore, critical
to success in informational writing and advanced liter-
acy development.

Epistemic stance in informational writing

The most distinctive feature of voice in informational
writing is perhaps the epistemic stance (Biber, 2004;
Biber et al., 1999) on knowledge claims. Hyland (2008)
describes this aspect of voice as evidentiality, that is,
interpersonal meaning that indicates a level of doubt,
certainty, actuality, precision or limitation with respect
to the source of the information. In deference to the
expert community, the writer needs to exercise caution
when presenting information, giving the reader a clear
sense of likelihood or certainty regarding the evidence
used or the claims made in the text (Hyland and
Tse, 2004). Such caution is typically expressed through
what Hyland (2004) calls hedging and boosting. When
writers hedge, they are reluctant to stand firmly
behind what is said. When writers boost, they present
information or claims more assertively and confi-
dently. Table 1 identifies some of the linguistic
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resources for hedging and boosting that are commonly
found in informational writing.

It is clear that both hedges and boosters encode autho-
rial attitudes towards or positions on what is pre-
sented. They constitute part of the appraisal system that
Martin and White (2005) identify as resources for
negotiating interpersonal meaning. The appraisal
system provides a framework for evaluating the kinds
of attitudes that are negotiated in a text (i.e. affect), the
strength of positive or negative attitudes involved in
writing (i.e. graduation) and the levels of writer
involvement in the discourse that builds relationships
with readers (i.e. engagement). These authorial atti-
tudes range along a continuum from negative (�) to
positive (+). Epistemic stance moves along this contin-
uum, where hedges (�) are used to withhold writers’
full commitment to propositions and boosters (+) to
add force or certainty to propositions.

Appropriate modulation of voice on this continuum
from hedging (�) to boosting (+) is an advanced liter-
acy skill that students need to develop in order to be
an effective writer in disciplinary learning. While a
considerable amount of research has explored the use
of epistemic stance markers in college students’ or
disciplinary experts’ academic writing (e.g. Aull and
Lancaster, 2014; Hyland, 2012), much less work has
been done at the K–12 level. Our study answered this
need by examining the linguistic resources for hedging
and boosting that adolescent learners used to negotiate
their epistemic stance with readers in informational
writing. Specifically, we addressed the following two
research questions: (1) what linguistic markers of
hedging and boosting were used by the adolescents?
and (2) were there differences between the two grade
levels in the use of these linguistic markers?

Method

Setting and participants

Participants in the study were 93 students from two
classrooms each in the seventh and ninth grades. They
were recruited, through an institutionally sanctioned
informed consent process, from the same public school
located in a small southeastern city of the United States
that is known for its natural beauty, including plants,
flowers, swamps, springs and animals (e.g. alligators).
The participants were mostly Caucasians (64), not
eligible for free/reduced school lunch (81) and almost
equally divided across grade level (48 seventh graders
and 45 ninth graders) and gender (50 boys and 43
girls).

Data collection

The participants were asked in a regular class period
by their English language arts teacher to assume the
role of a scientist author and write a science report

about crocodilia, one of their state’s most popular and
revered animals. The topic was chosen because it was
sufficiently familiar and of high interest to students,
who were living in a college town known for and prid-
ing itself on its natural beauty with an abundance of
alligators and had learned about the reptile in both
their school curriculum (e.g. science units on alliga-
tors/crocodiles) and informal settings (e.g. weekend
trips to local swamps or prairies to observe alligators
and interact with nature, regular local media reports
about alligators and other natural beauties). A 24-page
picture book (Blake, 1996) with all of its words
removed was used as a stimulus for the writing task.
The book presents factual information about
the crocodilia’s origin, physical characteristics, living
habitats, reproduction and protection. It has many
format-based features typical of informational text.
Every page of the book contains at least one colourful
photo depicting an aspect of crocodilia (see Figure 1
for a sample). The photos are neither temporally
sequenced nor goal-oriented, and none contains any
human character. In other words, nothing in the
book would prompt students to compose a text that
does not belong to the requested genre (i.e. science
report).

Specifically, the students in each of the four partici-
pating English language arts classes were told to pre-
tend that they were scientists who had been observing
and studying alligators or crocodiles at a local swamp
and had taken the photos that appeared in the ‘word-
less’ picture book. They were asked to look through
the pictures in the book and write as much as they
knew about alligators or crocodiles based on their
observation and study so that their uninformed peers
in other states could read their book and learn about
the fascinating creature. Students were each provided
2–3 pages of blank lined paper to write. They were told
not to worry about spelling. No other hints about the
task were given. All students completed the task
within 45–60 minutes.

Figure 1: A picture from the stimulus book showing a baby
alligator being hatched
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Data analysis

All 93 informational texts were first coded for presence
of linguistic markers of hedging and boosting based on
the categories presented in Table 1. Coding was per-
formed manually by two researchers with prior train-
ing in both linguistics and literacy. Coding results
were cross-checked through face-to-face weekly
discussions. Disagreements were resolved through
candid discussion in light of prior research and each
textual context. The data – the frequency scores of
hedges and boosters –were analysed statistically using
non-parametric models (e.g. Quade test and Wilcoxon
signed-rank test) because the distributional assump-
tions of more common procedures such as analysis of
variance (ANOVA) were not fully satisfied.

Findings

Before presenting the findings, we would like to em-
phasise that these findings were based on one writing
task completed in a somewhat contrived condition by
a relatively small and homogeneous sample of
students. The 93 writing samples averaged 177 words,
or 23 clauses, per text in length, with each clause
averaging just under eight words. No statistically
significant differences were detected between seventh
and ninth grades in length per text or length per
clause. With respect to our two research questions,
we found that the adolescent learners used boosting
and hedging in varied and interesting ways (see
Appendix A). We elaborate on this finding below with
both quantitative and qualitative data. Excerpts of stu-
dent writing were presented as they were originally
produced by the study’s participants without correc-
tions to spelling, punctuation or other grammatical
conventions.

More boosting than hedging

Our analysis revealed that the students, regardless of
grade level, used more boosters than hedges (see
Figure 2). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated that
the total number of boosters (median = 3) was signifi-
cantly higher than that of hedges (median = 1) for the
entire sample (Z = �4.74, P < 0.001). Of the 93 total
texts, roughly two-thirds (68%) used more boosters
than hedges, 21% used more hedges than boosters
and 11% used an equal number of hedges and
boosters. As is shown in Table 2, boosters appeared
nearly twice as frequently as did hedges. The average
frequency of boosters per clause was also higher than
that of hedges. However, Quade test showed no
statistically significant differences between seventh
and ninth grades in either the total number of hedges
(F(1,91) = 4.00, P > 0.05) or the total number of
boosters (F(1,91) = 1.52, P > 0.05).

Boosting. As indicated earlier, boosting was used fre-
quently to add force or certainty to knowledge
claims. In “Alligators are really unique animals.”,
for example, the booster really was used to reinforce
the claim that alligators are a unique kind of animals.
In “Alligators are incredibly, amazingly dangerous
creatures.”, two boosters (incredibly and amazingly)
were used in a single sentence to emphasise the
thrilling danger posed by alligators. Several types of
boosters were used in the writing corpus. The over-
whelming majority of them were amplifying boosters
(98.8%), with modal verbs (0.9%) and definitive
boosters (0.3%) constituting the rest. Evidential verb
boosters (e.g. demonstrate and identify), which are
common in scientific writing, were not observed in
the study’s corpus. In total, 50 different linguistic
markers were used in 349 occurrences of boosters.
The 10 most frequently used boosters, which com-
prised nearly four-fifths of all boosters used, are pre-
sented in Table 3 below.
As can be seen in Table 3, the dominant linguistic
resource for boosting is the amplifying booster. In the
examples below, students used adverbs such as
extremely, very, undoubtedly and truly to add force
to their assertions, showing confidence in their knowl-
edge claims.

• When alligators go after their prey they move
extremely fast for their size.

• They are very protective and will undoubtedly
show it if you try to snatch one of these green jewels.

• Alligators are truly magnificent creatures and the
ancient people must have thought so to.

Somewhat surprisingly, the students used few modal
verb boosters (e.g. must, have to and should) to increase
the certainty of their claims, and only one definitive
booster was found (They are most definitely not herbi-
vores.). Phrase-level definitive boosters (e.g. it is clear
that and it is evident that) were not found.

It is worth noting that even though students
boosted often, there was a lack of lexical variety in
the way boosting was instantiated, as the example be-
low shows:

Figure 2: Total occurrences of hedges and boosters across
grades
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A mother crocodiles can lay many eggs meaning many
babies. They are very protective and will undoubtedly
show it if you try to snatch one of these green jewels. A
crocodile’s skin is very protective. They have thick huge
scales. They can be very hard to see in the water, in fact
it’s nearly impossible. They blend in with the water and
have relatively flat heads so nothing sticks out. They have
a clear sort of eyelid that they use to cover their eyes
when they are underwater. There massive jaws can hold
just about anything. These become very useful when
getting gold of deer, cracking turtle shells, and even
carrying their young.

As this example illustrates, the booster very was re-
peated often, representing over a third (35.5%) of the
total boosters used in the entire sample. Moreover,
the three most frequently used boosters (very, even
and really) accounted for more than half (51.6%) of
the total boosters used. In these cases, alternative
words such as significantly, substantially, unusually,
considerably, markedly, drastically or sharply could have
been used in lieu of very to convey the same degree
of emphasis. Similarly, the word really could have been
replaced with other choices such as certainly, indeed,
or highly. For example, in “Their tongues are really
sensitive to touch.”, the booster really can be replaced
with highly.

Hedging. Hedges were used about half as often as
boosters in the students’writing corpus. All of the four
sub-categories of hedges were present: approximative
hedges (59.3%), modal verb hedges (34.1%), referential
hedges (2.7%) and evidential verb hedges (3.8%). In
total, 34 different linguistic markers were used in 191
instances of hedging. The 10 most frequently used

hedges, which comprised nearly three-fourths of all
hedges used, are included in Table 4.
Approximative hedges represent the most frequently
used hedges. They include sometimes (22), mostly (21),
usually (17), often (10), mainly (8) and about (6). The fol-
lowing examples show how students delimited claims
by choosing words that indicate their claims were not
completely accurate or universally true.

• Actually, alligators aren’t usually aggressive, unless
they feel you are endangering them.

• They mostly live in water.
• Aligators normaly live in hot places (like Florida)

because of that.
• But if there are like 40 eggs, then only 8 will

probably survive since they are so many other
animals in the swamp or water that like to eat eggs.

Several modal verb hedges were used to express
degrees of probability. They include, in order of
decreasing frequency, can (24), could (12), may (9), might
(9) and would (8). Sample sentences with modal verbs
are presented below:

• Many people may think alligators will try to attack
you at the moment they see you.

• If a bird is flying over the water the croc might jump
out and bring the bird down under the water and
kill it.

• Alligators are interesting creatures, yet they can be
dangerous.

Only four instances of referential hedges, including
self-mention and explicit reference to source, were
found. The examples below show that some students
acknowledged the possibility of subjectivity or limita-
tion by explicitly referring to the source of information.

Table 2: Frequency of boosters and hedges in student writing corpus

Total Mean Std. deviation Minimum Maximum Average per clause

Hedges 191 2.05 1.90 0 6 0.09
Boosters 349 3.75 2.78 0 13 0.16

Table 3: Most frequently used linguistic markers for
boosting

Boosters Total frequency %

1 Very 124 35.5
2 Even 31 8.9
3 Really 25 7.2
4 More 22 6.3
5 Only 19 5.4
6 Pretty 14 4.0
7 The most 14 4.0
8 Much 12 3.4
9 So 10 2.9
10 Incredibly 5 1.4

Total 276 79.0

Table 4: Most frequently used linguistic markers for
hedging

Hedges Total frequency %

1 can 24 12.6
2 sometimes 22 11.5
3 mostly 21 11.0
4 usually 17 8.9
5 could 12 6.3
6 often 10 5.2
7 may 9 4.7
7 might 9 4.7
8 mainly 8 4.2
8 would 8 4.2

Total 140 73.3
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These linguistic choices suggest that the student
writers may be deferent to experts and/or aware of
alternative views.

• The most amazing thing about them in my perspec-
tive is that their teeth hang out of their snouts or
mouths.

• Alligators have webbed feet, from my research, I
think that they have webbed feet to help them swim
better.

• Alligators are very interesting creatures. According
to the information I gathered, alligators live in both
land and water, are meat eaters, care for their young,
and are becoming less populated.

Only two evidential verbs (tend to and seem) were
found in our corpus, with a total of seven occurrences.
They were used to project the tentative nature of
knowledge claims, as can be seen in the following
examples.

• They tend to have very large teeth, and their mouths
are fairly round at the snout, unlike crocodiles, that
get narrow towards the snout.

• Their hides tend to be darker black than that of the
crocodiles.

• They seem to enjoy coming on land and using the
sunlight to warm them up, by taking sunbaths.

Colloquial expressions

Another notable finding of the study is that the stu-
dents drew heavily on everyday language for their
boosters and hedges. Many colloquial boosters were
found in their writing, including very, pretty, super,
many many, a whole lot, do + verb, extra and absolutely,
as can be seen in some of the earlier examples, as well
as the examples below:

• Crocodiles have pretty long rounded snouts.
• Alligators swim through swamps lakes and some

small ponds, they do crawl on land to feed on small
prey that is near their territory.

• Gators like many many types of food, such as fish,
birds and other alligators and other swimming food.

• Aligators have web feet to help them swim in the
water a whole lot faster.

An interesting instance of hedging that is colloquial in
nature is the use of -ish. The morpheme ~ish is added
to an adjective to indicate a quality in a small amount
instead of being completely true. This suffix is a com-
mon linguistic feature in everyday spoken language
but less valued in informational or academic writing.

• Crocodiles are more of a yellowish brownish color,
while gators are just a brownish with white/cream
bellies.

• Aligators teeth are smallish, and sharp.
• Alligators have webbish feet, rounded noses, a row

of sharp teeth and a tail.

Compounding hedges and boosters

Interestingly, some students used contrasting voice
markers in a single sentence to either avoid projecting
a determinative stance or strike a balance between
two polarities in epistemic stance. In “Crocodiles
usually can be found in saltwater or freshwaters.”,
for example, both approximative hedge (usually) and
modal verb hedge (can) were used. In “Maybe the alli-
gator or crocodiles have to come up for water.”, a
modal verb hedge (maybe) and a modal verb booster
(have to) were used at the same time.

Another instance of hedging is the use of superlative
complex, such as some of the oldest and some of the most
dangerous, as can be seen below.

• Alligators are also said to be some of the oldest
living creatures on the planet.

• With these pictures, we can see fantastic detailed
descriptions of some of the oldest species of dino-
saur that this planet has to offer.

• These alligators are some of the most dangerous and
interesting animals in the world.

Like the examples from Gibbons (1998) presented at
the outset of this paper, these linguistic markers come
across as more sophisticated and, most importantly,
more appropriate than the use of simple superlative
(see the example below), which gives the impression
that the author is highly confident in his knowledge
claims.

• I say the crocodile wins the battle and the crocodile
is the strongest. The crocodile is the strongest reptile
because it has so much aggression. Never pick a
fight with a crocodile. Crocodiles have the strongest
grip with their teeth.

Discussion

The goal of our exploratory study was to investigate
the linguistic resources adolescent learners used to
instantiate voice in informational writing.Wewere par-
ticularly interested in epistemic stance, a key element of
voice that modulates knowledge claims by projecting
a level of certainty, doubt, actuality, precision or limita-
tion. We found that the seventh and ninth graders did
infuse ‘voice’ in their informational writing. Regardless
of grade level, they boosted or tempered propositions
to show the degree of their epistemic commitment to
knowledge claims. They tended to draw on the every-
day linguistic resources when hedging or boosting,
and their boosters and hedges lacked lexical variety.

Several factors might have contributed to these find-
ings. First, it is likely that the students in the sample
were more familiar with everyday registers than they
were with academic registers. Everyday registers are
colloquial in nature, and they typically make greater
use of boosters than hedges. Moreover, in everyday
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spoken interaction, some of the boosting and hedging
are accomplished through non-linguistic or paralin-
guistic means such as intonation, posture and gesture.
This can limit students’ linguistic repertoire for mark-
ing stance. Additionally, because the expectation to
be precise and accurate is generally lower in daily
speech, there is less of a need to moderate claims or
qualify statements.

Second, the study’s task, asking students to pretend
to be a scientist author and write for a non-expert peer
audience, might have encouraged them to write in a
more story-like style and draw on the resources of
everyday registers in their writing. Further, because
the students did not conduct actual research on
crocodilia in our study, they lacked actual evidence or
scientific information to work with in their writing;
they could only draw on their prior knowledge and
the information that could be gleaned from the visual
images in the ‘wordless’ picture book. And although
the topic we selected (crocodilia) was perceived to be
familiar and interesting to the students because they
had learned about the animal in and out of school,
we did not do anything to ascertain their true knowl-
edge of and interest in the topic. It is possible that some
students were not as familiar with or interested in the
animal as we had assumed. These limitations may
explain the finding that the students employed more
everyday, rather than scientific, language choices to
convey their epistemic stance. They may also explain
the absence of some of the more advanced linguistic
markers of evidence-based reasoning, such as it is clear
that, demonstrate and suggest.

Finally, although the task used in our study is not
uncommon in today’s high-stakes testing educational
environment, where students are regularly required
to write in response to some kind of stimulus or
prompt, it is important to note that writers develop
voice from writing about what they know well and
from caring about their writing as genuine communi-
cation. Had a different task or topic been chosen and
had multiple samples per student were collected, our
findings could have been different. On the other hand,
it is likely that the students in our sample lacked a
deep understanding of the demands of informational
writing or had yet to develop a richer linguistic reper-
toire for instantiating voice in informational writing.

The above limitations notwithstanding, our findings
are largely consistent with those reported in previous
research. Adolescent learners are in general still in the
process of developing more mature control over aca-
demic registers and other markers of advanced literacy
(Christie and Derewianka, 2008; Schleppegrell, 1998),
so it is not surprising that their writing demonstrated
voice elements characteristic of the sort of informa-
tional writing that is considered less mature and thus
less valued in academic contexts. In schooling, students
are expected to communicate information in more pre-
cise, cautious, authoritative and formal ways than they
would typically do in everyday writing (Fang, 2021;
National Governors Association Center For Best

Practices (NGA) and Council Of Chief State School
Officers (CCSSO), 2010; Schleppegrell, 2004). Earlier
studies (e.g. Gere et al., 2013; Hyland, 2005; Uccelli
et al., 2012) have shown that advanced writers hedge
more than they boost and that novice writers tend to
privilege boosters that increase their epistemic commit-
ments. Moreover, Aull and Lancaster (2014) found that
a highly attitudinal, forceful and assertive stance
typical of narrative writing is less valued in academic
writing than stances that are implicitly attitudinal,
detached and open to other views. These findings sug-
gest that a central task in writing development involves
learning to control a range of linguistic resources for
hedging and boosting and developing the capacity to
use them appropriately across diverse contexts.

It is important to recognise that the students in
our sample did use hedges in their writing.
They demonstrated a nascent ability to evaluate
information/evidence and to background authorial
presence in informational writing. This ability is
emphasised in the Common Core State Standards,
which expects students to build evidence-based voice as
part of the rigorous and intellectual endeavour of
writing. This development work is understandably
challenging, given what we now know about teachers’
understanding of the concept of voice (e.g. O’Hallaron
and Schleppegrell, 2016). It can start by building on the
rich experiences that students already have with
everyday registers and then extending their under-
standing of voice through many reading and writing
practices, as well as explicit instruction, involving
informational texts and other genres across disciplines.

In this regard, caution needs to be exercised against
presenting a list of linguistic markers of boosting or
hedging for students to memorise, without attention
to their functions or the context for which they are ap-
propriate. Instead, teachers can engage students in
close reading practices to identify instances of hedging
and discuss their forms, meanings and functions in the
contexts of their use. Students also need extensive
practices in using hedges for authentic purposes in
writing. Similar work can be done with boosting so
that students recognise when boosting is appropriate,
what effects it creates and what linguistic resources
are needed to instantiate it.

Aviable pedagogical heuristic for engaging students
in this sort of work is 5Es – explore, engage, examine,
exercise and extend (Fang, 2020). With a focus on text
interaction, this heuristic (see Figure 3) places enquiry
in the centre of the instructional cycle, inviting students
to inquire into a question or issue that is of personal in-
terest or disciplinary significance in a unit of study
through a variety of tasks and activities that are authen-
tic and meaningful to the discipline. A key component
of these social practices that is common across disci-
plines is the use of texts. As students engagewith these
texts, they use the strategies experts in the discipline use
to help them make sense of these texts (e.g. inferring,
questioning, corroborating, storying and visualising).
Important but challenging portions of these texts are
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then selected for close reading. During close reading,
students conduct detailed, critical examination of how
experts use language (and other semiotic resources) to
present information, structure text, infuse judgement
and evaluation, engage with and position the reader
and express epistemic commitment to knowledge
claims. Exercises are then designed to reinforce stu-
dents’ understanding of and facility in using key or un-
familiar features of disciplinary discourse (e.g. hedging
and boosting) and habits of mind. In the end, students
write to extend and communicate their understanding
of the focal topic and targeted genre by using the
linguistic/semiotic resources and habits of mind
developed in the unit. The heuristic can help students
build their linguistic repertoires for instantiating voice
and other types of meaning in genre-specific, disci-
pline-legitimated and context-sensitive ways.

Conclusion

Voice is an important element in all writing. Learning
the linguistic tools for crafting voice across different
genres, disciplines and contexts should be a key goal
for writing instruction. Our study provided insights
into varied ways adolescent learners instantiated voice
in informationwriting. It suggests thatmiddle and high
school students still have much to learn in terms of how
to modulate their voice, exercise caution and engage in
evidence-based reasoning when designing meaning.
This advanced literacy development work would bene-
fit from further research that involves larger and more
diverse student samples, uses multiple authentic tasks
that engage students in disciplinary practices, attends
more closely to students’ intentionality and prior expe-
rience during their composing process and explores

how control over voice unfolds over time and can best
be supported across contexts.
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Appendix A: Hedges and boosters in adolescents’ informational writing

Approximative hedges Evidential verb hedges Real
Mostly Tend to Super
Sometimes Seem A whole lot
Usually Referential hedges All kind of
Often As some say All you see
Almost In my opinion At all
Mainly In my perspective Exactly
About That I’ve seen Extra
-ish According to the information I gathered Fairly
Most Amplifying boosters Many many
Normally Very No way
Most likely Even Super
Nearly Really The biggest
Not so long More The uniquest
Relatively Only Undoubtedly
Some Pretty Absolutely
Virtually Much Amazingly
Apparently The most Especially
Frequently So Essentially
Not so Incredibly Hugely
Pretty much The oldest Never
Probably The strongest No longer
Rarely Always Surprisingly
Modal verb hedges Actually The last
Can A lot The most fiercest
Could Quite Do (+ verb)
May Highly Definitive boosters
Might Extremely Definitely
Would Truly Modal verb boosters

Razor Must
Should
Have to
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